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To simulate some behavior of
swarms, malware was selected as carrier of intelligence. This article describes current solution which is fully virtual. This gives us possibility to interfere environment and see how the
improved malware will react. This common intention provides improvements related to docker
images and also architectural that is related to
code changes. Communication over network together with cooperation on particle level is key
part of this solution. Malware movements are
same as movements of swarm particles, which
fully t this requirement. Signicance is also put
on swarm part, where the decision which swarm
algorithm to utilize is crucial. Outcome from this
work should be partly practical and theoretical related to environment setup, particles communication, movements and coordination which nally
nishes in distributed denial of service (DDoS)
coordinated attack via hypertext transfer protocol
(HTTP) to some server. After this theoretical
work the practical simulation will be done to see
if the swarm attack brings expected results.

Abstract.

1.

Introduction

This work seamlessly follows and extends the
malware based environment which was sit up
in previous work [1].

Additional implementa-

tions like sensors and network communication are
practical.

Still there are ongoing implementa-

tions and because of that the theoretical concepts are ahead of implementations.

Theoret-

ical idea of the swarm based network malware
is the added value of this paper.

This is the

main reason why this work is done and all related stu which has been already implemented
fully supports this theoretical concepts. To make
this work understandable and also ready for later
testing the main scenario for this work is prepared. The primary aim is the DDoS attack to
the HTTP server. It is a coordinated brute forced
request attack.

To do so a couple of prerequi-

sites related to swarm (movements, collision detection, etc.) and communication was necessary
to solve. But let's return to beginning before it
all starts. The aim was to choose and integrate
swarm algorithm and do movements over the network with all necessary communication. Communication is described in chapter 3, especially part
for connection-less setup which is implemented.
Because network is not friendly environment stu
related to collision detection (particle distance to

Keywords

another particle or particle collision detection) is
introduced in chapter 6.1. It can also solve problems related to obstacles like rewalls or com-

Docker, PSO, Swarm, S-bot, Linux

puter stop that can make particle unresponsive.
As was mentioned previously this is still on a theoretical level. To fully prove the working swarm
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malware the practical implementation needs to

aim of the virus is to spread over whole PC, net-

be nished.

work and after that do some harm or just spy.

At the end it is also mentioned how the future
work will continue. It is important to follow such
plan. This paper is part of a bigger solution which
will be compound from separate papers in the
future.

There are various types of malware. It depends
what is their aim and how they attack objects
of interests. For worms the typical environment
for spreading is the network and the host objects
are PCs in this inltrated network. Botnets as a
remotely controlled malware from one server and
trojan horses among the others [6].

2.

Centralised control of viruses makes them an

Current situation in

easy target for elimination. Modern anti-malware
systems can adapt to the newest threads. Utiliz-

swarm malware

ing articial neural-networks, articial immune
system algorithms [79] makes a good defense

algorithms

against such threads. Let's call this kind of mal-

The term virus means a self-replicating structure that uses host objects (as le or PC in the
case of computer worm) to make its copies and attack new hosts. It often refers to any inltration,
regardless of whether it is a virus. The malware
(for this paper purposes we understand it as a
computer virus if not stated dierently) was described theoretically as a study based on Turing
machines, Von Neumann cellular automata and
self replicating program, including Langton's automata.

The pure existence of such program is

fully dependent on recursive function [2], halting problem [3] which generally describes self-

gram creating self copies.

The weakest part of

such malware like botnet is the centralised control from one point.

Centralisation makes the

virus vulnerable when the anti-malware systems
detect it. It can then block open ports or do the
forcible stop of the program which runs the malware inside.

Because anti-malware systems are

highly adaptive with AI supportive algorithms,
as was stated earlier, it is not striking that also
malware evolution and development is still ongoing.
The increasing complexity of malware algorithms moved the solutions to evolutionary tech-

reproducing automata [4].
Word virus is not related only to computer science.

ware as a classical one. Such type is single pro-

To be precise, the virus notion had been

used in biology before computer science.

But

the similarities with respect and understanding of
viruses is also part of the IT world. It cannot survive without any host. In the world of computers
connected with networks, it has a lot of possibilities for execution which nally gives the base
for self-replication. Host objects like executable
les, system area on disk or les run by specic
applications (Libre oce, Microsoft Word, shell
scripts, etc.) provide environment for virus. After execution of such le virus becomes active and
starts to do self-replication to another attachable
host object.

niques, articial intelligence as well as swarm intelligence [4].

This kind of decentralisation in-

creases the robustness of such solution.

Future

will bring threats related to unknown malware,
which shall be the reason why the environments
for testing and analysis of such viruses should
begin.

Many optimisation problems have been

solved by swarm algorithms that designate those
algorithms also for malware purposes.

Without

any leader or control point, the whole swarm together can act and solve problems according to its
intelligence [10]. To get rid of any harm on real
computers and still have the possibility of controlled simulations provided by virtualized environment [1].

Virus simply "infects" other programs by including

it's

copy

to

some

part

of

the

tar-

2.1.

Inside virtual world

get(program, executable etc.) [5]. After successful inltration into PC the infected program in

Current work continues with virtual environment

some particular time executes also the virus. The

which is backbone infrastructure for swarm mal-
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ware development and testing. It allows multiple

where the movements are necessary to bring the

users to share improvements via docker images

particles as near as possible to the target node.

without inuencing each other on architectural
or even code level [1].

Such kind of separation

of a virtual environment and real connected computers allows making such attacks without any
harm or even impact in real computers.

To mimic the network like a real one the solution is to set up rewalls.

It means that the

particle will not be allowed to do the copy of itself to all nodes but only on some of them.

To

close these ports of some of these computers make

Alpine based image was sit up as an environ-

some subset of non-usable nodes for particles. To

ment which fully supports program execution. To

accomplish also the need of DDoS attack some

prepare such image it was dened which tools

nodes cannot make HTTP requests to a target

are needed to t the needs.

node. This creates another subset of non-usable

These tools have

been added into image as illustrated here. Also

particles for attack.

libraries which are required as prerequisites for
program run are parts of this Fig. 1.

3.

device
Host

Network cooperation

Crucial part of this work is network communication. To see how the swarm is behaving we de-

uses

CLI
Docker daemon

cided to put it on fully connected virtual network.
This solution allows us to see how whole swarm
will react on network changes. Let's imagine that

uses

there is swarm malware. Each particle occupies
Images

Containers

some virtual node in network.
server.

image
Image1

device
Container1

The aim of the

swarm will be to do the DDoS attack on HTTP
That means that in one particular mo-

ment they will do HTTP requests to this server.
Before the attack starts each particle should be
on its place where the HTTP server is reachable.

image

device

Image2

Container2

To make the successful attack as in Fig.

2 the

number of requests must be enormous. So when
these requests are done in parallel the likelihood
that the attack will succeed is much bigger.

Fig. 1:

An illustration representing hosting of docker
artifacts together with command line interface
(CLI) used for control

The swarm is doing the attack which is the
primary aim. All communication is done via network. There are a couple possibilities of how the
particles can communicate.

Next chapters will

describe possible communications setups.

2.2.

Virtual networking
3.1.

Connectionless setup

Virtualization itself brings benets mentioned
above. But there are a couple of problems like the

This setup is currently utilized in practical part.

network topology. In real network there are ac-

To introduce this solution it is necessary to men-

tive network devices like routers, switches, com-

tion that user datagram protocol (UDP) packets

puters and others.

In this solution from rout-

are important for this. How to inform other parti-

ing point of view there are no any devices which

cles over the whole network? The right answer is,

can split the network on segments or do routings.

to broadcast packets with important data. These

That makes each node one hop far from another

data are then red by all particles. Each particle

one.

can send and also receive such packets.

This is not fully suitable for DDoS attack
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Combined setup

Previous two solutions give another possibility

Target

where some improvements can be done.

Imag-

ine that group of three articles is tightly coupled.
There will be a couple of such groups which will
communicate without any direct connection, only
via UDP broadcasting where each group will have
a master. Masters from each group will coordinate the global aim swarm has.

attack
attack

The solution can be also inverted compared to
rst paragraph. That means that tight coupling
will be between masters and loose coupling between particles in the subgroup.

attack

Fig. 2:

Particles coordinated attack on http server

4.

Communication
messages

Connectionless communication between particles does not make direct connections to each
other.

It means no established connection, and

what is most important, no initial setup of connection between particles. According to previous
sentence also the load on network can be minimized because communication happens periodically. The drawback of this can come in not guaranted delivery, where the messages can be lost.
Loose coupling between particles makes the
particles more independent.

But the drawback

To make particles communicate and cooperate together, it was necessary to setup messages which
are understood by particles and can carry all necessary information. Each message contains information mostly connected with a swarm.

From

swarm perspective point of view the message
must contain:

• Gbest

(best position in swarm)

•

cycle number (number of iteration)

•

particle id (particle which sends current mes-

of this architecture is how to synchronize them

sage)

and share the information correctly in time. That
means there must be no collision during message

•

next particle id (particle which is going to
send in next iteration)

broadcasting.

•

not usable addresses

Each particle is able to read and also send this
kind of message. Because particles are not connected directly it is very important to synchronize

3.2.

Connection-oriented setup

message sending with the background running algorithm providing the backbone of this solution.

This kind of setup is still theoretical.
been implemented yet.

It hasn't

But still it is necessary

to count with this solution which can bring an-

5.

Swarm utilization

other insight. In this case this solution will need
swarms which particles are tightly coupled and

Based on previous chapters about particle net-

coordinate in groups or even one big group.

work communication (chapter 3) it was necessary
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to decide which swarm algorithm will be used for

system. Its original intention was to graphically

this setup.

The prime intention was pointed to

simulate the choreography of birds or sh school.

the loosely coupled swarm particles. That means

However, it was found that particle swarm model

each particle will solve the moving problem via

can be used as an optimizer. PSO is often used

network until it is close enough the HTTP server.

to nd the maximum or minimum of a function.

Each particle should than know that is on a place

Although it is generally used in static problems,

and also that other particles are on place (zero

PSO has also proved useful in dynamic problems,

hops). This restriction setups algorithm end con-

where the environment changes [12].

dition.

This algorithm adopts animals technique when

There are many swarm algorithms or those

nding food in groups. Every individual in PSO

modications which are hot candidates for this

is assumed as a particle. Each individual is try-

work. More specically it was thought about grey

ing to optimize its tness function by exploring

wolf optimisation (GWO) [11], particle swarm op-

the search space using its own information as well

timisation (PSO) [12], ant colony optimisation

as information from other individuals. Each indi-

(ACO) [13].

Each of previously mentioned al-

vidual must keep track of its best position which

gorithms brings another specic solutions to op-

is the position with the highest tness function

timisations.

value perceived. This position is called the per-

Because this work shall be a proof

of concept for incoming solutions it was decided
that for simplicity the PSO will be enough.

Of

course in future these solution can be improved
and another algorithms can be utilized.
PSO

is

appropriate

algorithm

because

sonal best or local best value.
PSO algorithm is convergent where all particles at a particular iteration will eventually wander around global best position. If this happens,

of

then the movement of those particles would not

mostly caused by the easiest way of its imple-

be too signicant hence make PSO computation

mentation. Implementation itself shall obey prac-

becomes ineective. At this point decision will be

tices which can later provide easier changes of al-

made whether search will continue or not. This

gorithms. The inspiration comes from optimisa-

determines whether the convergence properties

tion framework which this implementation is in-

found a solution that can already be considered

spired. Changes related to abstraction needs and

successful or not. Whole solution is more robust.

object oriented programming (OOP) patterns are

This is caused by communication over network

changed a bit to fulll precisely needs of this

where is necessary to synchronize and inform par-

work.

ticles about

It is clearly stated in that OOP is a great
way to create swarm intelligence [10] based sys-

Gbest

[12] position in whole swarm

bot (more about swarm bot

6. ). This informa-

tion will be used in next iteration.

tems easily because the particle philosophy of-

In this simulation attractiveness is than the

ten directs researchers to design operation ele-

precise HTTP server port which has the higher

ments with features and functions as similar to

priority than another open ports. Objective func-

the mechanisms within OOP. This approach was

tion is not so complex even multimodal. PSO can

applied while developing this solution [14].

be utilized because of particles and sensors data
from s-bots (more about s-bot 6.1. ), where each
particle has its velocity according to the equation

5.1.

Particle swarm optimisation
framework

vi (t + 1) = vi (t) + c1 .r1 (Pi − xi (t))
+c2 .r2 (Gbest − xi (t))

Particle swarm optimisation (PSO) is a population based stochastic optimisation technique developed by Dr.

Eberhart and Dr.

(1)

and position

Kennedy in

xi (t + 1) = vi (t + 1) + xi (t)

(2)

1995 inspired by social behavior of bird ocking or sh schooling.

The particle swarm con-

cept originated as a simulation of simplied social

Each particle computes it's own tness.

En-

vironment where particles move happens is dis-
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crete and nite [15]. This space is separated into

will be changed a bit in way that will not stop

groups related to sub-networks 6.3.

based on IP

with DDoS attack. There can be also another im-

addresses. Whole swarm is able to move via such

provement that during inltration on system the

space and share important information. Discrete

virus can scan for specic les where it can gather

character of this environment changes the equa-

information(hosts le, routing table, known hosts

tions a bit. It is not surprise that we can get rid

in ssh, etc.) for movement into another network.

of

xi (t)

(in equation 1) part because it makes no

sense to count the tness based on IP address.
This also gives us answer that whole position is
totally secret and cause by that it is not necessary

6.

Swarm bot

to use this equation 2. What is still important for
the solution is inside objective function.

Thinking about movements of the particle in any
space brings the same problems which needs to
be solved in space of network devices.

5.2.

Objective function

Similar

solutions are already done in swarm bots [16] solutions. Because the dierence is just in domain

The task int this work was to nd the HTTP

where this is used it was decided to apply some

server in network. Bring the particles as near as

parts of this solutions also in this work.

possible to this node.
in network domain?

What does it mean near
In this case it means one

hop far from this target is the nearest position.
Each particle shall be on this position. If this is
not possible, caused by higher number of particles than zero hop distance nodes, than the remaining particles will stay on one or n-th level
of hop counts. The best positions of all particles

Each s-bot is a fully autonomous mobile robot
capable of performing basic tasks such as autonomous navigation, perception of the environment and grasping of objects. In addition to these
features, an s-bot is able to communicate with
other s-bots and physically connect to them in
exible ways, thus forming a swarm bot [16].

are when all are a the sub-network where a target

As was stated in previous paragraph s-bots

exists. It can be easily proven that all particles

make physical connection. This is possible in real

zero hop far are those which are on the same sub-

world environment but not in the network virtual

network.

one. It can be mimicked for example by connec-

To make it general let say that the objective
function will take into account number of open

tion oriented setup as was mentioned in the chapters 3.2 and 3.3.

ports or specic port and also hops to target.
Let say particle which nds a node with ten open
ports on target node one hop far, will have better position than particle with ve founded open
ports and one hop far from target node. It is clear
that the objective function 3 counts only with
discrete values related to ports and hops, but for
this demonstration ,academic purposes and further investigation this is enough.

6.1.

S-bot

S-bot is a fully autonomous robot and is equipped
with all the sensors necessary for navigation and
movements [16]. Environment the bots are operating in this work is not so so general for movements. This causes a dierent usage of sensors.
In this domain sensors like cameras or infrared
sensor are not necessary. Tools like ping, telnet,

P = open_ports_count − hops_count

(3)

traceroute, nger and etc. are sensors which can
be utilized in this domain related to IP addresses

Objective function takes care only about hops
count and open ports.

Of course it can hap-

space 6.3. .
There are used words like particle and s-bot in

pen that prematurely searching ends in starting

this paper.

sub-network(network where swarm is initialised).

s-bot and particle are synonyms when it comes

This can be easily avoided when the algorithm

to swarm intelligence particle is more precise. In

420
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case of swarm bot and self intelligence the s-bot

also swarm part are counted into decision which

will be used.

node will be selected next.
The computation of new address will change

6.2.

according to inputs, like potential node exists and

Particle move

listens on particular port. Checks if the address

Particles movements 3 are crucial prerequisites
for swarm bot.

To keep the basic principles of

movements was the important part.

Movement

of each particle obeys rules which are necessary
for swarm bot as mentioned in chapter 6.

is suitable can be part of swarm algorithm or as
a post check after each iteration.

This decision

directly impacts the results of performance of the
swarm.

The

movement itself consists of few steps until it happens.

Network1
192.168.1.0/24

PC3

States of particles like copy and then delete
do the needed job.

But before delete the par-

PC1

ticle have had to start another one. Move state

PC2

does the movement to destination. This kind of
setup provides all unnecessary stu which fullls

Network2
192.168.2.0/24

requirements of swarm bot.

PC1

R1

Nodes(computers)

PC2

S-bots
R2

Target

Network3
192.168.2.0/24

PC1

Subnetwork
192.168.4.16/28

PC2

R3

PC1
PC2

Fig. 3:

Particles move in virtual network

Fig. 4:

Network and subnetwork example with nodes

The movement of whole swarm is fully depen-

6.3.

Space of addresses

dent on unique identication of each node in network. This is provided by IP address assigned to

How to easily move the particles over network?

each node in network. Whole address space de-

Well there are couples of methods how to do so.

ned by four dot separated numbers provides also

In network the only heading is the IP address

subnetworks. Each subnetwork is dened by its

which fully suites swarms.

To nd the shortest

network address and a netmask. This separates

path the standard tools like trace-route or ping

whole universe of one network to multiple net-

can be utilized.

Each particle chooses address

works and subnetworks. This solution is counting

according to basic rule it obeys as a swarm bot

with this and provides s-bot(particle) movements

as is mentioned in chapter 6. Cognitive part and

via this multinetwork environment.
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Most important on this is how to count the
distances, which is crucial part of swarm algorithm for this solution as described here (chapter
5.2) is how to measure the distance between each
node which is based on a network distances as

Address compute

described in the table (1) below for networks (see
Fig. 4).

Network1

Network2

Network3

Network1

0

1

2

Network2

1

0

2

Network3

2

2

0

Tab. 1:

Scan address

Distance table for networks related to Fig. 4

This observation can be applied also on each

node.exists
&
ssh.listen?

computer(node) which belongs to particular network and wants to communicate with another
computer. Such observation is a main setup when

no

it comes to hops count during particle movement.

6.4.

yes

States of particles

Most important state the particle goes through

Move

is the movement state. It is because of the utilization of PSO as swarm algorithm. This state
is necessary for PSO algorithm in case the particle moves through network.

The movement is

computed from IP addresses set related to the
network. Movement itself is done by two steps.
In rst step the malware must copy to selected

no

node. After the copy is on place it must be acti-

on place?

vated. After success activation the old malware
is stopped and deleted so that there will be no
evidence of it on node anymore.

yes

On the way

they could be addresses not assign to any node or
nodes which are not allowed to accept ssh session.
In that case the malware will stay on the current

Do attack

node.
When does it all end? For this particular solution it ends when the particles are on place. It
means that all particles are few hops from the
target or all are in same sub-network. At some
point the particles synchronize over whole swarm
that there are no more better places to do the
attack.

Fig. 5:

Describing the state of particle

And this is the time when it all starts.

Particles start requesting some HTTP resource
from server concurrently from all positions and
that is a attack state as displayed on the Fig. 5.
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thing to solve was also the network setup in virtual environment described in chapter 3.1. Most

Future improvements should add possibilities to
spy particles communication on real time, to see
which particle has for example the best solution,

of these problems are solved theoretically. In particular time these theoretical solutions will become part of the platform implementation.

how the swarm reacts when topology of network
changes, when some particle from swarm is not
reachable and other changes related to rewalls
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